Splicing of SV40 early pre-mRNA to large T and small t mRNAs utilizes different patterns of lariat branch sites.
To explore the mechanism and control of alternative splicing, we have characterized the products formed by splicing of SV40 early pre-mRNA in vitro and in vivo. Large T and small t mRNAs are derived from this precursor by joining alternative 5' splice sites to a single shared 3' splice site. In contrast to pre-mRNAs studied previously, we have shown that splicing to large T RNA involves the utilization of multiple lariat branch sites, while small t splicing uses a single branch site. Interestingly, the predominant branch sites utilized in splicing of large T RNA in vitro were found to differ in nuclear extracts from HeLa and human 293 cells, correlated with previously observed differences in the ratio of large T to small t mRNAs produced in the two cell types. To test the significance of this correlation, we examined the products formed by splicing of an SV40 early precursor microinjected into X. laevis oocytes. Strikingly, both the pattern of branch sites used in large T splicing and the ratio of large T to small t mRNAs produced were found to be identical to those observed in 293 cells and extracts.